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Video-Based Handwritten Chinese Character Recognition
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Abstract—In this work, we propose a video-based handwritten
Chinese character recognition system. By using several error correction techniques, the algorithm works effectively against various
shadow and noise problems for video-based stroke-tracing of complex Chinese characters. The stroke temporal information similar
to an online OCR system is accurately extracted. Recognition experiments on a large set of handwritten Chinese characters clearly
demonstrates the efficacy of the system.
Index Terms—Handwritten Chinese characters, online stroke
tracing, video-based OCR.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

HINESE characters are used by nearly one-quarter of the
population in the world. However, several decades after
the computer was introduced into the Chinese community, the
input of Chinese characters into computers is still a difficult
problem, primarily because the Chinese language is not alphabetic. Each Chinese character is a beautiful, but complicated
square graph composed of different strokes organized in a
highly artistic and imaginative manner. Handwritten character
recognition is an efficient alternative for Chinese character
computer input. However, with over 5000 categories of characters, the handwritten chinese character data are complex,
diverse, and deformable, thus are very difficult for automatic
recognition.
Handwritten character recognition has been studied for many
years. The methods for recognizing handwritten characters are
generally divided into two categories on the basis of data input:
optical methods (offline) and pen-based methods (online) [1].
The offline systems usually use optically scanned character images as input data [6]–[15]. Because of the difficulty in extracting reliable stroke information and the missing of temporal
information, classification accuracy of most offline systems remains too low for practical usage.
The online-based systems, on the other hand, have attained
high recognition rates, and many commercial systems are already available [2]–[5]. This is mostly because the stroke temporal information is recorded for each character. However, one
has to use an extra writing board as the input equipment. Writing
on the slippery surface of the writing board is cumbersome and
time consuming. The extra cost of the pen and board, as well as
the inconvenience of using them, greatly undermines the popularity of pen-based online systems.
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In this work, we develop the first video based handwritten
Chinese character recognition system that combines the advantages of both the online and offline approaches. Since writing
on paper is the most natural way for handwriting, the system
allows users to write on any regular paper just like using the offline system. However, instead of waiting for a whole page to be
written and then scanned into a computer, we use a video camera
attached on the computer to capture a sequence of the character images while it is being written on the paper. Then using
video processing techniques, the temporal information of each
stroke is extracted. Thus we can capture the stroke temporal information similar to the online system. This allows the system
to achieve high recognition accuracy like an online system, but
without requesting users to write awkwardly on the slippery
surface of an online writing board. Unlike the online system
writing board that has to be purchased separately, most computers nowadays have a web camera attached for net meeting
type of application, therefore, no additional special equipment
is required for the system.
In addition, the camera provides the computer a convenient
way to interact with users through computer vision. Besides recognizing handwriting on paper, the computer vision system developed for the VCR system can also be adapted for recognition of sketches on classroom blackboard, which has great potential for applications in video conferencing and remote video
lecturing. Another advantage of the camera-based system is the
ability to miniaturize the system [17]. For handheld computer
systems, the size of the input systems is a key limiting factor for
further reducing the size of the system. Comparing to keyboard
and touch screen, a web camera can be much smaller, limited
only by the size of the small lens.
The key step of the VCR system is to effectively extract the
stroke dynamic information from the video sequence. Once
the stroke dynamic information is extracted, the recognition
process is exactly the same as the traditional online system. To
extract stroke dynamic information of a VCR system, a method
for video based English character recognition is proposed in
[17]–[19]. The method simulates a traditional online system
and tries to track the pen-tip motions. First the pen-tip has to
be located in each video frame. To locate the pen-tip, the shape
of the pen-tip has to be known. Then a Kalman filter is used to
track the pen-tip based on position, velocity and acceleration
of the pen. The pen-tip trajectory is then segmented using
the velocity of the pen-tip and the curvature of the trajectory.
Finally, the pen-up and pen-down segments are recognized
by a -nearest neighbors classifier. The methods are quite
complicated even for the simple English characters. For the
complex Chinese characters with many more stroke segments,
the method becomes more difficult to use. In order to deal with
the large number of strokes in Chinese characters, we develop
a new approach using a pixel tracing scheme. The method does
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Fig. 1. Diagram for video-based handwritten character pixel sequence extraction.

Fig. 2. Video sequence processing example. (a) Original video images. (b) Binary images. (c) Binary images masked by the reference character.

not depend on the shape of the pen-tip. In addition, no filter or
classifier is involved in the method.
II. SIMPLE PIXEL TRACING
A simple diagram of the video processing steps is shown in
Fig. 1 [16]. As a user writes on a piece of paper, a video camera
captures the evolving character continuously. An example sequence of the captured images is shown in Fig. 2(a). These
images are then converted into binary images through thresholding. As we can see from the binary images shown in Fig. 2(b),
the background noise including the hand, pen and their shadows
occupies a significant portion of the binary image. Fortunately,
after the character is written and the pen moves away to the
next one, the finished character is left alone in a clean image,
as shown by the last image in Fig. 2(b). In the third step of the
process, using this clean character image as a reference mask,
we extract only the character part of each binary image in the
video sequence. Fig. 2(c) shows the results of such a masking
operation. From the processed image sequence we can clearly
see how each stroke is gradually written out. By computing the
difference between neighbor images, we can locate both the
time (frame number) and location of each written pixel, which
give us the similar type of information that is available to traditional online systems.
However, this seemingly straightforward approach does not
work most of the time due to the hand and pen shadows in
the video sequence. We encounter some difficulties in implementing the last step in the system, i.e., differenciation. As we
can see from Fig. 2(c), because of the background noise, many
pixels on a stroke appear several times in a video sequence even
before they are written. It is difficult to distinguish whether a
black pixel in an image is due to a true stroke, a pen shadow, or
simply a binarization error. For example, at the beginning of the
sequence, instead of the first few pixels on the character, many

noise pixels appear because of the pen and hand movement in
the image. Simply computing the image difference cannot produce the intended pixel list. Even in the middle of the image
sequence, we can also see some noise pixels appear at the tips
of the stroke caused by the slight misalignment of images. Such
misalignment of images will produce even more noisy pixels
after we compute the image differences. In addition, to compute the difference between all neighbor images and later combine all the difference images are not trivial in computation.
To derive a stable pixel sequence, we propose the following
improved approach.
Instead of computing the image differences, we first conduct
a thinning operation on the last finished binary character to reduce the line width to one pixel. Then for each pixel on the
thinned character, we look at a 3 3 neighborhood around the
same location in each binary image in the video sequence. If any
one value of the nine pixels is nonzero in a image we assign a
switch value 1 to that image frame, otherwise a value 0 is assigned. Using a 3 3 neighborhood can avoid the problem of
slight misalignment between images. Tracing through the video
sequence from the first image to the last image where the final
character is recorded, we obtain a binary switch line shown in
Fig. 3 for each pixel on the thinned character. To find the frame
number that a pixel is first written, we trace from the end of the
binary line in Fig. 3. Since the pixel must be on the finished
character, all the binary lines end with switch value one. As we
trace back the frames along the binary switch line, sometimes
the switch value will turn to zero and remain zero until the first
frame at the beginning of the line, as shown in Fig. 3(a). In this
case, we can clearly identify the frame (marked by a circle in
Fig. 3) at the turning point as the one in which the pixel first
appears. We will call this frame the emergence frame (EF).
Sometimes, because of noise, a pixel may disappear from one
or a few frames even after it is already written, as shown in
Fig. 3(b). To get around such situations, we continue to check
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Fig. 3. Sample binary switch lines of two pixels on the character. Symbol “o” marks the frame number that the pixel first appears in the video.

Fig. 4. Character tracing results. (a) Original images. (b) Pixel appearance frame number (“o” marks) trace plot. (c) Appearance frame number plots of character
pixels.

the next five frames. If they are all zeros, we confirm the point as
the turning point, otherwise the search continues. In Fig. 3(b),
we also see that the pixel appeared several times even before it is
written. These apparently are due to the hand and pen shadows
in the image. We sort the pixels on the character by their EF
number and then stack the binary lines of all the pixels into a
binary matrix according to the sort order. So the first row of the
matrix is the binary switch line of the first pixel on the character, and the last row of the matrix is the binary line of the last
pixel on the character. Displaying the binary switch matrix as a
black and white image in Fig. 4(b) for the character in (a), we
can clearly see the trace line (circles in the image) dividing the
one region and zero region. Each monotonically increasing section of the trace line corresponds to one stroke in the character.
Each horizontal section of the trace line represents a jump in
frame numbers from one pixel to the next, thus corresponds to
the pen-up transition period from one stroke to the next. Finally,
we show the extracted spatial and temporal information of the
character in Fig. 4(c), where the and axes represent the location of each pixel, the axis represents the EF number of the
pixel. We can see that the frame number increases as a stroke is

written in one direction, and the frame number jumps from one
stroke to the next.
III. SHADOW-RESISTANCE TRACING
However, in some cases, pixels may remain under the pen
shadow until they are written on the paper, so these pixels appear
occupied throughout the video sequence. This problem becomes
more severe for more complex Chinese characters. In order to
detect the frame within which the pixel is first written we need
to address the shadow problem carefully. We propose a more
robust stroke tracing algorithm and some effective error-correction techniques for stroke tracing of sophisticated hand written
Chinese characters.
To develop a shadow-resistance tracing algorithm, we first
extract a one-pixel-wide, fully written character using a thinning algorithm on the final reference binary image of the
video sequence. For each pixel on this character, we count the
black-pixel number in an -by- window surrounding the pixel
location in all the binary frames. In a binary frame, the number
should be zero if the current pixel location is completely empty,
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Fig. 5. Three types of pixel occupancy line. The small circle in the figure marks
the emergence frame location.

i.e., free of shadows and strokes, and be
if the pixel is fully
under a shadow, i.e., all pixels in the window are black. Thus,
tracing through the whole sequence of video frames, for each
pixel on the character, we can obtain a series of black-pixel
numbers falling between these two extreme values, which we
call the pixel occupancy line (POL). By analyzing the patterns
of the POL we can detect the emergence frame within which
the pixel first emerges.
There are usually three scenarios under which a pixel is
written. First, the pen goes to a new location and starts to write
a stroke along a similar direction of the pen shadow. The pixel
is empty before the pen shadow is brought upon it as the pen
starts to write the stroke. Then the pen tip passes over the
pixel. The solid line in Fig. 5(a) illustrates the POL for this
scenario, with a few possible variations shown by the dashed
lines attached. The figure shows that the POL is brought to the
maximum value by the shadow, then falls to a lower value after
the pen tip passes the pixel. The second scenario is shown in
Fig. 5(b), in which the pixel is under the shadow of the pen
and the hand from the start until it is written. So, the POL
stays at a high value until the pixel emerges. Finally, in the
third scenario, when a stroke is written in a direction relatively
perpendicular to the pen shadow, the POL will rise from zero
to a local maxima, then falls back to a lower value, as the pen
tip enters then leaves the pixel local area. The POL is shown
in Fig. 5(c). Unlike the first two scenarios where the pixel to
be written is in the shadow of the pen, for the last scenario, the
pixel is not in a shadow before it is written.
There are two horizontal dashed lines marked by “0” and
“1” in Fig. 5. They represent two boundary thresholds we use
to locate the emergence frame. After the pixel is written, there
is always a stroke line passing through the -by- window surrounding the pixel. The minimum number of black pixels in the
window should be the window width multiplied by the stroke
,
width. Therefore we define the lower threshold as
represents the stroke width, and
represents the
where
window width. We define the higher threshold as the upper
limit of the POL value when the pen tip is on top of the current
pixel. When the pen tip is in the center of the local area, its
shadow can only occupy less than half of the window. Also, the
stroke is only halfway through the window. So, we define the
.
higher threshold as
The emergence frame is detected through the following algorithm.
be the POL value.
Let be the frame number, and
(1) Find the minimum frame number n , so that
all the POL values after the frame is above the
0-threshold,

(2) Compute the derivative of the POL,
a n
a n
a n ,
n > n .
n
n
(3) For n
If a n < T and a n
a n
then /* Local ex-

1 ( + 1) = ( + 1) 0 ( ) 8
= ( + 1) : max( )
()
1 ( ) 2 1 ( +1)  0

treme points between T and T */
If a n < then /* POL descends across T */
n
n, break; /* First local minima is the EF for
the first two scenarios */

1() 0
=

1() 0

Else if a n > then /* POL rise across T */
n
n, break; /* First local maxima is the EF for
the third scenario */
End

=

End
End

Fig. 6 shows some EF detection results for a character. The
ten corresponding pixels are marked in the reference image.
We can clearly see the increasing temporal frame number as
the character is written out. Except point 2 on the character,
which illustrates the third scenario of writing a stroke, all
other points conform to the first scenario of stroke writing.
Finally, The complete tracing result of the character is plotted
in Fig. 7, where the axis represents the EF number of the
pixel. In this case, we did not try to control the lighting and
writing process very carefully as in the case of the example in
Fig. 4. Although the majority of the pixels are correctly traced,
there are still several types of error exist, as illustrated in the
figure. Next, we develop several error correction techniques
to improve the tracing result.
IV. ERROR CORRECTION THROUGH STATIC TRACING
There are four types of error as shown in Fig. 7. The first type
of error is due to that the EF estimation error is generally in the
pixels. The temporal order among contiguous
range of
pixels may be distorted, as shown in Fig. 7(a). The second type
of error happens at the end points of a stroke. As the pen is entering the starting position of a stroke, its shadow may be identified as the starting points before the actual writing, thus resulting in smaller EF values for the first few pixels, as shown
in Fig. 7(b). Similarly, as the pen leaves a stroke, the shadow
may cause a delay in the EF estimation. The third type of error
is caused by some random video noises, as shown in Fig. 7(c).
Fig. 7(d) demonstrates the last type of error at the stroke crossing
point, where a previous written stroke may affect the EF estimation of a later stroke.
Fortunately the errors are significantly fewer than correct
pixels on the character. To correct the errors, we conduct
static tracing of pixel segments in the reference character
image. Under ideal conditions, if the EF numbers of the
pixels on a stroke segment are plotted against their statically
traced spatial order, we should get a straight spatial-temporal
line, with a slope gradient corresponding to the inverse of
the pen velocity. However, in most cases, the line is broken
by various errors, as shown by the examples in Fig. 8. Since
the majority of the pixels are correctly traced, we select the
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Fig. 6. Emergence frame detection results for the ten pixels marked on the reference character. The detected emergence frame is marked by a small square on
each POL.

Fig. 7.

Emergence frame number plot with the errors.

longest, monotonous, and continuous segment in the plot and
conduct a first-order polynomial fitting. Then the fitted line
is used as the final temporal information of the stroke pixels.
The fitting result is shown in Fig. 8. The two dashed lines
in the figure illustrate the boundary of the line-segment that
is used for fitting.
The success of this error correction scheme depends on correct static stroke tracing. For effective static stroke tracing, we
focus on the two key processing steps, feature point extraction
and broken stroke connection [20]–[23], and develop several
new algorithms to improve the performance of these two steps.

A. Feature Point Extraction
For feature point extraction, Rutoviz crossing number is generally used for skeleton images [25], [27], [28]. However, due
to problems introduced at the thinning step, Rutoviz crossing
number cannot detect all the fork points in a skeleton image.
Several new measures were proposed by Liu et al. [27] and
Abuhaiba et al. [24]. However both methods tend to detect more
fork points than the actual numbers. In this paper, we propose
a simple approach that can remove all bug pixels introduced at
the thinning step.
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Fig. 8. Spatial-temporal plots of stroke segments with line fitting results. Horizontal axis represents the pixel spatial order; vertical axis represents the pixel
temporal order.

Rutoviz’s definition of crossing number for a pixel

is

where

(
) are the adjacent points of pixel and
. The skeleton pixels in the thinning image can be classified into three classes.
If
, the analyzed point is an end point.
, the analyzed point is a connective point.
If
, the analyzed point is a fork point.
If
This taxonomy is based on the assumption that the width of
the skeleton is strictly one pixel. This is not always true for
a thinned skeleton. Fig. 9 shows several exceptions, where a
skeleton has two-pixel width in the fork region and pixels in the
instead of
. We find that these
fork region have
exceptional (bug) points can be group into two categories. The
first category is shown in Fig. 9(a), where we have a four-pixel
block and each pixel in the block has an 8-connected neighbor
at the corners of the block. We correct this case by moving two
diagonal pixels outward by one step. An example after such a
correction is shown in Fig. 9(b), where all pixels in the skeleton
satisfy the three-class rules.
The second category can be defined as pixels with more than
two 4-connected neighbors. Fig. 9(c)–(f) illustrate some examples, where bug pixels are marked by bold font and . These
. They each has three
pixels are in the fork section but has
or four 4-connected neighbors, so we can detect them easily by
locating pixels with more than two 4-connected neighbors.
In order to remove these bug pixels while preserving the
skeleton continuity at the fork section, we develop a scan-line
ordered deletion scheme. Scanning the skeleton image from
left to right for each horizontal line, line by line from top to
bottom, we delete the first bug pixel encountered. Then the next
bug pixel will be checked again for the number of 4-connected
neighbors. If it still has more than two 4-connected neighbors,

Fig. 9. Example fork point bugs and their corrections.

it will be removed. However, if it no longer has more than two
4-connected neighbors because of the removal of previous bug
pixel, it will be kept in the skeleton. This process is continued
until all bug pixels are processed. As shown in Fig. 9, all the
removed bug pixels are marked as bold , and all the bug pixels
that are switched to normal pixels are marked as bold . After
the correction, all pixels in the skeleton satisfy the three-class
rules. Thus all the feature points of a character, including end
points and fork points, can be accurately extracted.
B. Stroke Tracing
After the extraction of character feature points (
or
), we can trace the skeletons of the stroke segments from
one feature point to the other. This simple tracing procedure is
called regular stroke tracing.
Due to the thinning distortion, a fork point may be split into
several fork points in a fork region, as shown in Fig. 10(a). To
overcome this type of thinning distortion, we adopt the maximum circle criterion [26] to group the fork points belonging to
the same fork region.
At this point, we have extracted stroke segments bounded
by end points and fork points. In order to obtain the complete
strokes, we need to connect stroke segments that are disconnected by the fork points. Intuitively, we can look at the temporal
difference between two segments and connect two segments that
are close to each other both spatially and temporally. However,
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TABLE I
ERROR STATISTICS FOR THE RECOVERY OF STROKE TEMPORARY INFORMATION

Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.

Thinning distortion and stroke direction estimation.

Stroke segment connection using bidirectional graph.

due to the large number of errors at the crossing points, the temporal estimation of some short segments are usually not stable,
thus are not appropriate for error correction. To determine which
pair of stroke segments needs to be connected at the fork point,
we propose a simple bidirectional graph method.
To connect stroke segments at a fork point, several methods
have been developed in recent years. Liao and Huang developed a curve fitting method [26]. All possible pairs of stroke
segments connected at the same fork point are fit by the Bernstein-Bezier curve. The connections that produce large enough
curvature radius at the fork point are selected. Liu et al. propose a method using polygons to approximate skeleton segments [27]. They develop a complicated set of heuristic rules
according to the number of stroke segments related to a fork
point. Both methods are fairly complicated, thus may not be
robust enough for the large variations of hand-written Chinese
characters. In this paper, we propose a new approach based on a
novel bidirectional graph to connect Chinese character strokes.
First, we need to compute the incoming direction of all stroke
segments intersecting with the fork point. Because of thinning
distortion, the running direction of skeleton pixels around the
fork point can be quite different from the actual orientation of
the stroke segment, as shown in Fig. 10(b). To accurately estimate the stroke segment direction, only a section of skeleton
pixels right outside the maximum circle of the fork point are
used for direction computation, as marked in Fig. 10.
After the stroke segment direction computation, we connect
stroke segments at a fork point based on a bidirectional graph.
Fig. 11 illustrates an example fork point with six intersecting
stroke segments. The incoming directions of the six segments
are shown in Fig. 11(a). We represent the directional relationship of the stroke segments by a graph shown in Fig. 11(b),
where each node corresponds to a stroke segment. A directional
edge is linked from one node to the other if the receiving node
segment is closest to 180 from the starting node segment,
among all the segments. An additional requirement is that the
angle between the two segments has to be above a threshold
(in our experiment,
).

For example, the node segment that intersects node-3 at an
angle closest to 180 is node-1. Therefore, a directional link
from node-3 to node-1 is established. However, for node-1, the
closest opposite node is node-4, thus a directional link from
node-1 to node-4 is set up. Since node-1 is also the closest opposite node for node-4, a directional link from node-4 to node-1
can also be set up. In this way, a complete relational graph for
the six segments can be built as shown in Fig. 11(b). There are
two bidirectional links 1–4 and 2–6, and two uni-directional
links 3–1 and 5–1. Only segment pairs with bidirectional links
are connected and the final stroke-connecting result is shown in
Fig. 11(c). The method is straightforward and effective.

V. EXPERIMENTS
To test the VCR system, ten students were invited to write a
total of 1251 Chinese characters. Their handwritings were captured by a video camera in real time. There are 8117 strokes in
these characters. For such a large data set, we achieve around
94% accuracy for the stroke temporal tracing. The stroke order
and direction are both correctly extracted like a regular online
system.
Table I summarizes the statistics of the tracing results. There
are three types of error for the tracing results.
Direction Error: The stroke writing direction is wrongly
estimated.
Order Error: The stroke writing order is wrongly estimated.
Structure Error: The stroke has error skeleton structure
(e.g., misconnected with other strokes, or one stroke is
broken into several segments) introduced by the stroke
static tracing and cannot be corrected by the temporal
tracing scheme.
As we can see from the table, most of the errors are direction
errors, which mostly happen on short strokes since there are
often too few pixel samples for a stable estimation. Fortunately,
the short strokes are sometimes considered as dot strokes, so
their directions maybe ignored at the recognition stage.
Since the traced strokes have all the properties required by the
input of an online character recognition system, a traditional online recognition method can be utilized for the recognition. We
adopt the attributed relational graph (ARG) matching method
[2], which is a graph based method that can characterize the
relational structure of strokes of a Chinese character. An input
character can be recognized by comparing its ARG with those
of the model characters.
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TABLE II
CHARACTER RECOGNITION ACCURACY USING THE ARG METHOD

Recognition results are shown in Table II. Among the 1251
characters, 1203 are correctly recognized within the top five
candidates. Among the errors, 30 are due to the stroke tracing errors and 18 are due to the ARG recognition algorithm. The total
recognition accuracy is 88.41% for the first rank and 96.16%
for the fifth rank. The results are encouraging compared to the
results obtained by Fink et al. [19], which is the first and only
character recognition experiment on a VCR system. They report
around 76% recognition accuracy on a data set containing 201
German city names. Notice we should not make direct comparison between the two experiments since they are for different
languages. However, this at least shows that our method works
well for the complicated Chinese characters.

VI. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated a stroke-tracing algorithm for a handwritten Chinese character recognition system that combines the
advantages of both the online and the offline systems. Using a
regular video camera, we can capture the temporal information
of written characters as they are written on regular papers. Thus
the high-accuracy online recognition algorithm can be used for
recognition. As a new concept, there are still many issues that
remain to be resolved before the system can be employed for
practical usage.
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